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 Most of the time working together at Motown Records they took the idea for a funk single to the extreme by using all the
instruments of the band . This is the debut release from this legendary duo. The music is a blend of classic funk, disco and soul.

All the grooves are written out and each section is clearly labelled for easy reference. It includes musical charts, chord
progressions and an extensive tab for all the instruments. Written in a clear, accessible style with notes and tab, this book is ideal
for players who want to explore a blend of funk and disco, and have the sounds of the two genres at their fingertips. Here's what
Jazzwise has to say about this music ... One of the great bass lines of all time. When you want to do funky bass you don't even
need two basses! This lesson is a master class in funk bass. Use it for your next funk/disco gig or recording session. Includes

chords and a lead sheet. This music is really written for funk bass, but could easily be used for more conventional jazz grooves.
This can be a very useful part of your arsenal, especially for the lazy guitarist looking to be more creative on the fretboard.

Roger Beaujour writes in his book, "Notes on Bass", that these are the great grooves for working on bass. It includes a master
class on funk and disco bass grooves, plus, two bass charts and lead sheet. A clear, concise, easy-to-follow instruction book on

how to play funk/disco grooves. Highly recommended for students and players. A lesson on the great grooves of funk and disco.
Includes two bass charts and lead sheet. Nile Rodgers & Bernard Edwards: Funk & Disco Grooves for Guitar is a detailed

transcription and analysis book that covers the work of the legendary . Most of the time working together at Motown Records
they took the idea for a funk single to the extreme by using all the instruments of the band . This is the debut release from this
legendary duo. The music is a blend of classic funk, disco and soul. All the grooves are written out and each section is clearly

labelled for easy reference. It includes musical charts, chord progressions and an extensive tab for all the instruments. Written in
a clear, accessible style with notes and tab, this book is ideal for players who 82157476af
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